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Problem:  

The planetary gearboxes in the wheel motors of their CAT Haul 

Trucks were failing prematurely due to excessive contamination 

ISO 23/21 (the majority Calcium dust) which was entering into the 

system through the poor quality air breathers. Traditional kidney 

loop filtration was unable to remove these particles as they were 

under 10 microns to sub-micron in size.  

 

SOLUTION:  Wes Lindemere of AIT in Grande Prairie, suggested 

the installation of OEI's two 24" magnetic filters (Scrubbers) as the 

primary filter on the kidney loop before the traditional Donaldson 

filter as well as an OEI magnetic y-strainer as a final filter before 

returning the oil to the differential, with a target of cleaning the oil 

to a lower than ISO clean oil standard(16/13).  

 

RESULTS: The magnetic filters removed a large amount of both 

ferrous (8.82%) and non-ferrous (91.18%- with the majority being 

Calcium) contamination over a six hour loop time resulting in a 

decrease in ISO to 21/9, see Photo B and analysis (Page 2). The 

majority of this was below ten microns to sub-micron in size and 

would have travelled right through the traditional filter element.  

By removing this contamination the life of the oil as well as the 

engine components are extended, increasing uptime. The 

scrubbers are still in service and working effectively after 4 years. 

(The non-ferrous contamination was trapped due to 

electromagnetic static charge.) 

 

RECOMMENDATION: The OEI magnetic filter removes damaging 

contamination to sub-micron levels reducing the need for human 

contact and the likelihood of error or accident. For more 

information, contact our office at  

403-242-4221 or visit our website at www.oneeyeindustries.com. 
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